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Lee at

Gettysburg

The Confederate Summer Offensives, 1862 and 1863

Lee invaded the North twice. In 1862, he
reached Antietam and fought the bloodiest
single day in the Civil War. The following
year his army was crippled in the War's
deadliest contest at Gettysburg. Lee only
gambled twice, but that was once too
much. After Gettysburg, Lee was on his
way home for good
Lee at Gettysburg is a strategic simulation
of the two Confederate invasions of the
North. The 22" x 28" color mapsheet
encompasses the Virginia, Maryland, and
Pennsylvania territory which Lee pene
trated in his two summer offensives.
Historically designated Union and Confed
erate units take combat losses by "step
reduction" and give battle according to a

• Step Reduction of Combat Losses
• Covers the Entire Antietam
and Gettysburg Campaigns
• Hidden Movement and Cavalry
Probes

new, simpler and more accurate Combat
Results Table than those used in The
Wilderness Campaign and The Franco
Prussian Warsimulations. In two twenty
turn games, both the Antietam (August
september, 1862), · aod the Gettysburg
(June-July, 1863) Campaigns are simulated
in their entirety. Four Antietam scenarios
coverthe march that led to Second Bull
Run and Sharpsburg and explore the
possibility of Union reinforcement from the
Peninsula and the Confederate's bringing
the Charleston Garrison northward. Be
sides the historical "Gettysburg" scenario,
two scenarios depicting the transfer of the
Union's Western Theater leaders to the
East and Grant's reorganization of the
Army of the Potomac are presented.

Lee at Gettysburg incorporates refined

rules covering limited intelligence, calvalry
reconnaissance, leadership, supply, and rail
movement, with special attention to a
Confederate crossing of the Potomac River
and the rebel desertion rate, and Union
militia and intelligence advantages that
accompany such Confederate boldness.
Since we've been designing games,
requests for a simulation of The Gettysburg
Campaign have been stockpiling in our
letter files. Lee at Gettysburg was designed
to reward your patience.
Lee at Gettysburgh is available (boxed)
from Simulations for $6.00.

